Muirhead Little: Glisson as an Orthopaedic Surgeon
Like many other discoveries, this of rickets was in fact a re-discovery. The disease was prevalent in Rome in the first century of our era and was described, but not given a name, by the physician Soranus of Ephesus. The word Rickets first appears in a Bill of Mortality of 1634, where it is given as the cause of death in fourteen burials. This number increased year by year until in 1659 it reached the surprising figure of 476 out of less than 15,000 burials, or three per cent. However, as the causes of death were reported by ignorant women As Sir Norman Moore has said of Glisson: " To his description of the morbid anatomy as observable to the naked eye, subsequent writers, and even so laborious a pathologist as Sir William Jenner, have added little" (Dictionary of National Biography). Scarcely one of the usual symptoms of the disease escaped him. He even mentions its association with scurvy. As regards pathological causation he seems, however, to have been a thorough Galenist, and whole chapters of the treatise which deal with the triple constitution of the body, the spirits and the humors, indications and indicants and speculations as to whether it be a moist or a cold disease, are to the modern reader merely wearisome. He maintains that it is not a cold distemper, but a moist, and that " This Diseas consisteth in the stupefaction of the Spirits" (chapter V).
The following account of the love affairs of the Vital and Natural Spirits may be taken as a specimen:
" For when the vigorous vital spirits do meet together with the Natural spirits no less vigorous, they are united with a kind of curious strife and delightful contention. Whether that we may illustrate this matter by an example, the Natural Spirits as a Bride do here allure and in a manner repel the Vital Spirits who as it were act the part of a Bridegroom. " but if you build the pillar of more stones and betwixt every two as has been said, a wedge be interposed on one side, it will not resemble a Pillar, but the proportion of a Bow, as by the following may be perceived ". ( fig. 5 ).
" The Quacks of our Country," says he, " are wont to rub daily the hollow, not the convex sides of Bones, and that " (i.e. the former) " say they, doth very much conduce to the cure, but this " (i.e. the latter) " doth rather hinder it. But it is certain that rubbing doth powerfully summon the nutritive juice out of the Bloody mass into the part so rubbed, therefore if at any time you rub that hollow part which is insufficiently nourished, it is no wonder if it do good, being that thereby the aliment is more plentifully allured, and the heat of the part is also F' A FIG. 4 excited and augmented, neither on the other side is the gibbous part of the bone being hurt by rubbing, to be wondered at, because by that means the aliment is attracted to that part which was before superabundantly nourished."
He thus foresbadows the modern theory of massage. Speaking of genu valgum and genu varum, which, however, he does not call by those names, he says:-" And this bending seemeth to be not unfitly referred to the inequality of nutrition. For if it happen by unequal nutrition, that one side of the Shank-Bone be so lengthened more than the other: Suppose outwardly, that it doth somewhat lift up the outward part of the epiphysis of FIG. 5 the Sbank-Bone [Tibia in original Latin] above the inward part, the joynt in the-knee must needs stand outwardly bent; and on the contrary, if the inward part be lifted up, and the outward depressed, the same joynt must needs stand inwardly bent as may easily be perceived by the following figures" (fig. 6 ).
These figures need no explanation, but it may here be remarked that not until some forty years ago was the fact established that in rachitic knock-knee, deformity of the tibia was the most important condition, and not curvature of the femur as Macewen, differing from Glisson, had previously taught. Section oj the History of Medicine without drawing it in at other parts, the sides of the chest are narrowed. He meets the objection that the lower ribs are not drawn in laterally, but the opposite, by pointing out that they are not attached directly to the sternum, and do not form part of a complete circle. These ribs are kept distended by the large liver and bowels. Then he explains by diagrams ( fig. 9 ), how the oblique muscles put into a, state of tension by the bulky abdomen, draw the ribs downwards, and "then they straighten the Breast on the sides."
Still arguing on his favoured hypothesis of deformity being caused by unequal growth, he says of the chest: He attempts to demonstrate this by means of a figure (fig. 10 ). Assuming that. the ribs (the cartilages are not here mentioned) between C and D and the sternum, A, grow too much, compared with the parts CB and DB, he argues that the line of least resistance is in front, and that therefore they push the sternum forwards. As he was unaware of the softness of the bones and the effect of the contraction of the diaphragm and other muscles on them, his pathology is, however, here at fault.
Chapter XXIX is entitled " The Medical Matter answering to the indications proposed, and first the Chyrurgical." Here a curious surgical proceeding is discussed and recommended, namely scarification of the veins in the hollow of the ear. It is recommended to be performed two or three times a week, and is said to have a good effect on the fifth cranial nerve, and to " drive away the astonishment of the parts." Astonishment is used in its old sense of stupefaction, paralysis. Glisson says that the fifth nerve was affirmed by Fabricius Hildanus to be distributed to the marrow of the back, and he evidently inclined to the belief that through it scarification of the ear might well be beneficial. The idea is an old one, and is to be found in both Greek and Arabian surgery. Issues also are approved.
Ligatures, if sufficiently loose and made of soft wool, are recommended. Glisson says "this remedy is good to retardethe&over slippery return of the blood in those parts unto which the ligature is applyed."
Slipperiness is often used in this treatise as a pathological term. In the "Instead of the splents you may more commodiously use thin plates of Iron, and the whole instrument may be made of iron. The two Axel tress or diameters C D upon which the shingles or splents are bended F G are fastened with two rings or hoops " (i.e., discs.) " But the hoops themselves, A B C, are made of plates of iron of an exquisite thinness, that they may not be burthensom, and withal they ought to be well smoothed and slight that they hinder not the motion of the splents. These rings must be of an equal latitude, suppose about two fingers across, and they must be so fitted, that on every side they may be parallels: only let there be so much difference between them that they may fitly receive the tops of the splents." (N.B.-If two finger breadths 1* in., then the diagram 8 ihalf size.) " Moreover, those hoops must not only be coupled with a double axel C and D, but also with five small Iron Nails. Lastly, the whole composition of the instrument must be so made, ( F c B)cO D G }~~~c FIG. 11 that it may be fast and fitly tied to the side of the bended knee, sticking out, and withal that it may serve as well for the extension as the ordinary bending of it, but let it restrain the deflection of it to either side, especially to the part sticking out. Which is the caus why the Axels are fastened with a double hoop, namely lest the Joynts should be loos, and yield to the deflexion of the knee. In like manner the torsion and misshapen writhing of the feet is also frequently corrected with swathing bands.' If the toes are outwardly distorted, they must every night be bound up, little balls of cotton being put between the heels and the ankles.
But if the toes bend outwards, then you bind the ankles, and put a little cotton" between the great toes." It seems doubtful whether or no the woollen cloth leggings and strips of whalebone could have much effect in correcting bow legs, but there is no doubt that the splints, if well made and fitted, would be efficacious in the gradual correction of genu valgum or varum.
Taking Glisson's measurement of two finger-breadths as being equal to one and three quarter inches, I have enlarged his drawing so that the discs are of that diameter; but, even so enlarged, the leg and thigh pieces are absurdly short for any but young infants. Evidently the diagram is not meant to be a working drawing. However, I have had an appliance constructed according to these directions. Presumably the dots round the sides of the splints represent holes for the attachment of padding. FIG, 12 with the mistaken idea of preventing lateral play, but it is interesting to note that the position of the two pivots would, when the splint was applied, roughly correspond to the two principal centres of movement during the last twenty-five or thirty degrees.
of extension of the knee, a joint which, as is well known, is a combination of a hinge with a sliding joint. This anatomical fact was -not, however, known to 'Glisson. If anybody wants to experiment with the woodlouse treatment for rickets, let him remember that the dose is from half a scruple to a scruple, but perhaps an active principle might be extracted from this humble crustacean and called "oniscine"! Chapter XXXV is headed "External Remedies," and begins by defining its subject as every kind of medicament which cannot properly be referred to chyrurgery:" but it goes on to consider the manner or kind of exercises among which are included lying supine, prone or on one side. The use of pillows under the prominence to correct the "crookening" of the back while the child is in bed is recommended.
" The lying on one side towards the belly is laborious and troublesome and not to be continued long by strong and robustious bodies that are not used to it. But the molestation being overcome by custom, it is more easily tolerated: and because it easeth the pains in the head, helpeth the concoction of the Stomach, mitigateth the pains of the Chollick and loosneth a costive body, it may be sometimes useful when nature is thoroughly satisfied with sleep and in this affect it may supply the place of exercise." He cautions the reader against allowing patients to stand or walk too soon "for walking rather confirmeth than cureth the bended joynts." " Moreover those children which have already contracted such a bending in their joynts, either by the natural weakness and loosness of the Ligaments, or by the bad usage or intelligence of their nurses, must not be trusted to exercise their legs till some splents or other instruments be provided, which may be able to erect the bended joynts and to keep them in an erected posture." "Secondly, the artificial suspension of the body is performed by the help of an instrument cunningly made with swathing bands, first crossing the breast and coming under the arm-pits, then above the head and under the chin, and then receiving the hands by two handles, so that it is a pleasure to see the child hanging pendulous in the air, and moved to and fro by the spectators. This kind of exercise is thought to be many ways conducible in this affect, for it helpeth to restore the crooked bones, to erect the bended joynts, and to lengthen the short stature of the body. Moreover, it exciteth the vital heat and withal allureth a plentiful distribution of the Nourishment to the external and first affected parts: and in the meantime it is rather a pleasure than a trouble to the child."
I have myself slung up many children with Glisson's sling, but none of them seemed to like it!
